The 42nd Annual Review of Dentistry
Presented by
The Alabama Academy of General Dentistry
and the Mississippi Academy of General Dentistry
Thursday, August 6 - Saturday, August 8, 2015
at the Grand Sandestin Conference Center
Destin, Florida

Our Featured Speakers:
Dr. Larry Schoonover, Dr. Ross Nash, Dr. Jennifer Doobrow, Dr. Toni Neumeier,
Dr. Leigh Kent, Dr. John Burgess, Mr. Scott Herndon, Dr. Ken Tilashalski, Dr. Bob Lowe,
Mr. Ed Parks, Mr. John Cotton, and The Madow Brothers
Greetings from the Alabama Academy of General Dentistry!

On behalf of the Alabama Academy of General Dentistry, its Board of Directors, and Past Presidents, it is my pleasure to invite you to **The 42nd Annual Review of Dentistry Presented by the Alabama Academy of General Dentistry and the Mississippi Academy of General Dentistry.** It will be held at the beautiful Baytowne Conference Center at the Sandestin Resort on August 6, 7, & 8, 2015. This is truly a collaborative effort, with input from our current and past presidents and Board of Directors. We are very pleased to announce that this year's meeting will be a cooperative effort between the Mississippi Academy of General Dentistry and the Alabama Academy of General Dentistry. We expect great things to come from this relationship.

This will be our third year at the new location at the large Baytowne Conference Center adjacent to The Grand in the Sandestin Resort. Baytowne offers lots of activities for kids, shopping within walking distance, and a number of restaurants for breakfast, lunch, and dinner very close by. The shuttle, which runs every 30 minutes throughout the resort, can take you to a dedicated beach across the street at the Gulf, and several pools around the resort are available for your pleasure.

Want to stay near the beach? The Sandestin Resort has condominium properties located on the beach which are very family-friendly. There are many amenities which are available at no charge to those staying in the various Sandestin Resort properties. So, stay where you like but JUST BE THERE! Don't miss the camaraderie of your friends, fellow dentists, and classmates.

I would like to make a special appeal to members of the UAB SOD class of 1976 to attend. This summer will be the 39th anniversary of our graduation. A lot of our classmates can’t make it to the Alumni Meeting or our ALDA meeting in Perdido Beach. I want to urge all of our class to come -- to reunite and rekindle those friendships past.

Looking forward to seeing you!

Douglas Beckham, D.M.D.
2015 President, Alabama Academy of General Dentistry
Fellow, Academy of General Dentistry
Fellow, American College of Dentists

---

**Exhibit Hall Party!**
Friday
August 7, 2015
4:30 PM - 6:00 PM

**Every Registered Participant Welcome**

**Thousands of $$ in Prizes**
(Must Be Present to Win)

**Beer** **Wine** **Hors d’ Oeuvres**
Wednesday, August 5, 2015
Registration Hours:
1:00 PM - 5:00 PM

Dr. Larry Schoonover
“Introductory Course on MDI Implants”
8:00 AM - 12:00 PM (4 Hours) AGD 697L
1:00 PM - 4:30 PM continuation (4 Hours) AGD 697L

Dr. Ross Nash
“Indirect Esthetic and Cosmetic Dentistry”
8:00 AM - 12:00 PM Lecture (4 Hours) AGD 254L
“Direct Composite Resin Dentistry”
1:00 PM - 5:00 PM Hands-On (4 Hours) AGD 783P
$75.00 Hands-On Fee

Dr. Jennifer Doobrow and Ms. Tracy Anderson Butler
“A Team Approach to Keeping Your Dentistry Looking Greater Longer: The When, Why and How”
8:00 AM - 12:00 PM (4 Hours) AGD 495L
1:00 PM - 5:00 PM continuation (4 Hours) AGD 495L

Dr. Toni Neumeier
“Learn How to Make Quality Digital Dentures with Less Chairtime and No Additional Cost”
8:00 AM - 12:00 PM Lecture (4 Hours) AGD 670L
1:00 PM - 5:00 PM Hands-On (4 Hours) AGD 670P
$75.00 Hands-on Fee

**DRAWING FOR Weekend at Sandestin Resort at 3:15 PM in the Exhibit Hall.

Thursday, August 6, 2015
Registration Hours:
7:00 AM - 5:00 PM
Exhibit Hours:
11:00 AM - 5:00 PM

Dr. Larry Schoonover
“What’s New and True in the World of Materials-2015”
8:00 AM - 12:00 PM (4 Hours) AGD 269L
1:00 PM - 5:00 PM continuation (4 Hours) AGD 296L

Dr. Ken Tilashalksi
“The Best Things in Life Include This Pathology Course”
8:00 AM - 12:00 PM (4 Hours) AGD 739L
1:00 PM - 5:00 PM (4 Hours) AGD 148L

Mr. Scott Herndon
“CPR”
8:00 AM - 12:00 PM Hands-On (4 Hours) AGD 142P
$45.00 Hands-on Fee

Mr. John Cotton
“Human Behaviors Dictate Results...How to Find Winning Behaviors with the Dentist, Team Members and Patients”
1:30 PM - 3:30 PM (2 Hours) AGD 557L

**EXHIBIT HALL PARTY 4:30-6:00 PM

Friday, August 7, 2015
Registration Hours:
7:00 AM - 5:00 PM
Exhibit Hours:
9:00 AM - 6:00 PM

Dr. Larry Schoonover
“Advanced Hands-On Course on MDI Implants”
8:00 AM - 12:00 PM Hands-On (4 Hours) AGD 740P
1:00 PM - 5:00 PM continuation Hands-On (4 Hours) AGD 740P
$125.00 All Day Hands-on Fee

**DRAWINGS FOR $100.00 at 10:15 AM and 3:15 PM in the Exhibit Hall.

Saturday, August 8, 2015
Registration Hours:
7:30 AM - 1:00 PM

The Madow Brothers
“The Ultimate Dental Boot Camp”
8:00 AM - 12:00 PM (4 Hours) AGD 149L
1:00 PM - 5:00 PM continuation (4 Hours) AGD 149L

Dr. Bob Lowe
“World Class Crown and Bridge”
8:00 AM - 12:00 AM (4 Hours) AGD 610L
“Clinical Treatment Planning and Problem Solving--When It Doesn't Go By the Book”
1:00 PM - 5:00 PM (4 Hours) AGD 610L

Mr. Ed Parks
“Practice Evaluation and Transition”
9:00 AM - 11:00 AM (2 Hours) AGD 556L

Mr. Scott Herndon
“CPR”
8:00 AM - 12:00 PM Hands-On (4 Hours) AGD 142P
$45.00 Hands-on Fee

**EXHIBIT HALL PARTY 4:30-6:00 PM
Dr. Larry Schoonover was a Union Carbide Corporation analytical chemist who returned to dental school, graduating from West Virginia University School of Dentistry in 1980. He immediately established a private practice in Clendenin, WV, and attended the L.D. Pankey Institute in 1980. He is a member of the ADA; Organization for Safety Asepsis, and Prevention; the International Association for Orthodontics; and a Master of the AGD. In 1984, Dr. Schoonover developed ID Days with the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children, and a forensic guide to identifying missing children. He was the Program Director for Health Volunteers Overseas in Haiti from 1999-2001, and a past liaison to the ADA Committee for International Affairs. He has spoken for the National Rural Health Care Association, the Michigan and Florida Dental Associations, the Ohio AGD, WVU Continuing Education, the ADA, Albert Schweitzer Hospital, Evolution Dental Science, Midwest Dental, and 3M-ESPE at locations across the nation. He began the transition to Mini Dental Implants in 2005; became an Opinion Leader for IMTEC, and later 3M-ESPE; founded the Association for Mini Dental Implantology; and published on Mini Dental Implants. He served as Assistant Clinical Professor at WVU as MDI’s were introduced to the curriculum. He assisted the pursuit of research on MDI’s to Schools of Dentistry at WVU and UNC, and participated in clinical research on implant attachment systems in his office in WV. Dr. Schoonover maintains two rural West Virginia private practices in Clendenin, and Elkins, WV. He has trained hundreds of dentists to place MDI’s in removable, fixed, and immediate extraction site applications, and to graft bone using guided tissue regeneration techniques. He retired as umpire for baseball and softball after twenty years, enjoys bow-hunting, real estate management, and amateur stock trading. His wife, Kathy, is a Nurse Practitioner who manages his office, and they are the parents of four adults, who have successes in Internet Sales, Head and Neck Surgery, Veterinary Medicine, and Behavioral Neuroscience.

**Thursday Course Objectives:**
- Bring a potential patient’s diagnostics to the course (including panoramic radiograph), and you can review your case with the course instructor. You will also be eligible for an additional discount on your MDI implants starter package
- Learn minimally invasive placement protocols with the 3M ESPE MDI system
- Practice the MDI placement and prosthetic protocols on anatomical models
- Learn successful case selection and case planning strategies
- Take home valuable tools and guidance to market the MDI system in your community and create new profitable revenue for your practice
- Understand what is unique and different about MDI placement/restoration in the maxilla
- Understand maxillofacial anatomy as it pertains to minimally invasive implantology
- Learn basic socket grafting techniques
- Learn proper approaches to post-operative care

**“Advanced Hands-On Course on MDI Implants”**
Friday: 8:00 AM - 12:00 PM
(continued) 1:00 PM - 5:00 PM

3M ESPE Expanded Indications Training Seminar is designed for dentists who have completed the certification course or have experience placing mini dental implants, and want to expand the usage of minis for removable partial dentures, maxillary dentures, and single tooth restorations. This course emphasizes extensive MDI treatment planning for more challenging cases, including case selection, implant placement protocol, restorative techniques and MDI marketing strategies.

**Friday Course Objectives:**
- Bring a potential patient’s diagnostics to the course (including panoramic radiograph) and you can review your case with the course instructor
- Review minimally invasive placement protocols with the 3M ESPE MDI system
- Learn restorative techniques to stabilize maxillary dentures or removable partial dentures and for single tooth restorations
- Recognize the indications and contraindications for the use of 3M ESPE MDI implants
- Understand maxillofacial anatomy as it pertains to minimally invasive implantology
- Learn proper approaches to post-operative care
- Take home valuable tools and guidance to market the MDI system in your community and create new profitable revenue for your practice

**“Introductory Course on MDI Implants” Lecture**
Thursday: 8:00 AM - 12:00 PM
(continued) 1:00 PM - 5:00 PM

MDI Seminars are designed for dentists who want to expand their practice regiments by added the innovative MDI minimally invasive implant system as a definitive solution for patient’s loose full or partial dentures, or some fixed restorative needs. These courses emphasize MDI treatment planning, case selection, implant placement protocol, restorative techniques, and marketing strategies.
An international lecturer on esthetic dentistry, Dr. Nash is one of only 46 Accredited Fellows worldwide (the highest achievement level) in the American Academy of Cosmetic Dentistry (AACD), the largest organization of its kind in the world. The rigorous tests that are required for this type of recognition show that a dentist has acquired extraordinary skills in the areas of esthetic and cosmetic dentistry. Dr. Ross Nash brings these skills to all of this patients.

Dr. Nash graduated from North Carolina State University as a textile engineer and four years later went on to the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill for his dental degree. He has served as an adjunct faculty member in post graduate training for many dental schools including Baylor, Medical College of Georgia and NYU.

“Indirect Esthetic and Cosmetic Dentistry on Componeers” Lecture
Thursday: 8:00 AM - 12:00 PM
“Direct Composite Resin Dentistry with Componeers”
Hands-On
Thursday: 1:00 PM - 5:00 PM

By using an indirect approach, dentists can partner with talented technicians to accomplish elective cosmetic and needed esthetic dentistry with materials that have excellent clinical performance and longevity and combine the skills of both. In this half day lecture program, Dr. Nash will illustrate various clinical situations that lend themselves to this type of dentistry. He will show step by step techniques using actual case studies he has performed using a number of indirect processes and materials to accomplish both esthetic and functional excellence. Non-invasive no prep veneers, traditional veneers, inlays, onlays, all ceramic crowns, fixed partial dentures, implant crowns and bridges and full esthetic reconstruction will be discussed.

In the afternoon, Dr. Nash will present a hands-on workshop on the Componeer direct veneer process. He will illustrate the procedures he uses to place these prefabricated composite laminates in a step by step fashion. Each participant will place up to four restorations on typodont teeth and learn how this innovative direct composite veneer system can be used to reduce clinical time and provide consistent, esthetic and long lasting results. With the trend toward direct composite dentistry in today’s economy, this process can add many new patients and satisfy existing patients who want to improve in smiles.

Periodontal disease affects as many as 75% of all adults in the United States. A true interdisciplinary team approach is key and may help prevent future tooth loss and possibly impact the systemic health of our patients. The When: Early detection is key when treating any disease process and especially in the treatment of periodontal disease. The dental hygienist plays a key role in this process. This program provides tips and tools to optimizing periodontal therapy and explores the advances, capabilities, and benefits of periodontal regeneration. Emphasis will be placed on effective treatment protocols and how biologic modifiers, particularly enamel matrix derivatives, are used to regenerate lost hard and soft tissue. The Why: Keep YOUR dentistry looking greater longer. Establishing effective practice and patient communication to enhance case presentation and case acceptance of these therapies is a highlight of the program. Join us for an interactive discussion on the evolution of periodontal and regenerative therapies, and the significant impact these therapies have on comprehensive dentistry. The How: Collaborate with a regenerative periodontist and/or learn how to implement your own regenerative protocols.
Dr. Toni Neumeier is Associate Professor in the Restorative Sciences department at UAB School of Dentistry. She received her Master’s Degree in Microbiology in 1978, and both her DMD Degree in 1989 and the Prosthodontics certificate in 1991 from the University of Alabama at Birmingham School of Dentistry. She has been a director of Prosthodontic coursework at UAB, and is currently the Quality Assurance Team Leader for Student Prosthodontic laboratory work and one of the group managers for the Comprehensive Care Clinic. She has had specialized training in digital dentures and has presented key aspects of digital denture fabrication and cost/benefit analysis at several national meetings. She is a Master of the Academy of General Dentistry, and has presented multiple topics at national and international dental meetings.

“Learn How to Make High Quality Digital Dentures with Less Chair Time and No Additional Cost” Lecture Thursday: 8:00 AM - 12:00 PM
“Learn How to Make High Quality Digital Dentures with Less Chair Time and No Additional Cost” Hands-On Thursday: 1:00 PM - 5:00 PM

In dentistry, digital dentures are a recent addition to the options that can be provided to edentulous patients. More than 33 million Americans are edentulous, and at least 15% of those are requesting new dentures annually (ACP, 2013). As with any newly introduced computer based procedure, there is a lot of promise only so long as the doctor understands the pros and cons of the new technology; then it becomes very easy to adapt to the routine clinical procedures.

This course divides into two parts. The lecture session will introduce to you the principles and techniques of digital dentures. The hands-on session will provide training and practice on tray modification, border molding, final impression on edentulous models, lab work, authorization order placement and review of cases through 3-D viewer software.

Topics to be covered include the following:
- An overview of digital denture technology and procedures
- Comparing the digital dentures and conventional dentures
  1. quality and fit
  2. time involved
  3. costs
  4. training
- Case presentation on immediate denture and implant supported overdenture

Dr. Leigh Kent is a graduate of the Medical College of Virginia and the University of Alabama at Birmingham. In addition to her undergraduate and dental degrees, she completed a Ph.D. in microbiology and a residency in periodontics.

Dr. Kent is the current president of the Alabama Dental Association. She is also the past president of the Birmingham District Dental Society as well as the Alabama Society of Periodontics, on the leadership liaison for Alabama to the American Academy of Periodontology. She was the founder and director of the Birmingham Comprehensive Dental Seminars, which brings area dentists and dental specialists together to work on providing a comprehensive team approach to patient care.

She has served on the executive council of Birmingham District Dental Society as well as the Southern Academy of Periodontics. She is also a member of the Alabama Dental Association, The American Dental Association, and the American Academy of Periodontology.

“Socket Preservation: The Tissue is Also the Issue” Thursday: 8:00 AM - 12:00 PM

In this course the attendee will learn the following course objectives:
- Rationale for socket grafting
- Procedure for socket preservation
- How to recognize soft and hard tissue issues prior to extraction
- Additional procedures that may be useful while socket grafting
- Complications and how to manage them
- Materials

Join the AGD for just $50.00!! Non-members may join the AGD for $50.00 Plus the Non-Member Registration Fee. To take advantage of this offer, check the New Member Application box and add $50.00 to the appropriate Non-Member Fee. A complete application must be returned by the last day of the meeting.
The covered period will be from July 1, 2015 through December 31, 2015. Dues for 2016 will be payable on January 1, 2016.
Dr. John O. Burgess is a 1975 graduate of Emory University School of Dentistry. He received his MS in Biomedical Sciences from the University of Texas Health Science Center in Houston, Texas; completing a one year General Practice Residency and a two year General Dentistry Residency. He served as a military consultant in general dentistry to the Air Force Surgeon General.

Currently, Dr. Burgess is Professor and Director for the Division of Biomaterials, as well as Assistant Dean for Clinical Research at The University of Alabama in Birmingham School of Dentistry. He received certification from the American Board of Dentistry and is a diplomat of the Federal Services Board of General Dentistry. He is a member of many dental associations, including the American Academy of Restorative Dentistry, The American Dental Association, the Academy of Esthetic Dentistry, the American Association for Dental Research, the Academy of Operative Dentistry, and is a fellow of the Academy of Dental Materials. He is a past chair of the Biomaterials Section of the American Association for Dental Schools, and has served on the Executive Board for the American Association for Dental Research.

In 2010-2012, Dr. Burgess served as a consultant to the American Dental Association’s Council on Scientific Affairs, and was a member of two ADA committees on specification development for materials and devices. For his dedication and service to dental resident education and training, he received the UAB graduate school mentoring award in 2012. Dr. Burgess has published more than 500 articles, abstract and textbook chapters. He is a prolific researcher, with clinical protocols evaluating self etch and total etch adhesives, ceramic materials, self-adhesive and bulk fill composite resins, digital impression systems, vital pulp therapy agents, fluoride-releasing materials, loss shrinkage posterior composites, impression materials, and bleeding agents. Dr. Burgess has presented more than 1000 continuing education courses, and lectures extensively nationally and internationally.

Dr. Burgess is married to a wonderful lady, Patricia. They make their home in Birmingham, Alabama.

**“What’s New and True in the World of Materials 2015”**  
**Friday: 8:00 AM - 12:00 PM**  
**(continued) 1:00 PM - 5:00 PM**

A wide range of materials and techniques will be discussed during the day to improve your clinical treatment success. This clinically applied course will discuss the success and failures of bulk placed and cured composites and what the future is for these materials. Still using single LED curing lights? Why you may be under curing your composite with these lights. Universal adhesives are not created equal, with some materials bonding to metal, e.max, zirconia and tooth structure while others do not bond well to multiple substrates. See how the newest adhesives compare to total etch multiple bottle systems. Vital pulp treatment using calcium silicate materials will be discussed using successful treatment as an indicator of their effectiveness. Biomimetic dental materials are often discussed as the future of dentistry; however, not so fast--what is the evidence pointing to their success? Should you use these materials in your practice at this time? Finally the focus will turn to esthetic teeth and esthetic restorations for everyone using whitening.

---

Dr. Ken Tilashalski is quite unique in that he has earned specialty certificates in both oral and maxillofacial pathology and endodontics. After receiving his D.M.D. from Southern Illinois University School of Dental Medicine, Dr. Tilashalski completed both of his residencies along with an American Cancer Society fellowship at the University of Alabama. He is the Associate Dean of Academic Affairs at the University of Alabama at Birmingham School of Dentistry, and also holds an appointment at the School of Medicine. Dr. T maintains an active practice, treating both endodontic and oral pathology patients, and he is an avid researcher.

Dr. T lectures extensively nationally and internationally in the areas of oral pathology, oral medicine, and endodontics. Through his command of the material, he has gained a reputation as a superb speaker as he is able to weave humor through a common sense approach to education. He has been honored as a recipient of UAB President’s Award for Excellence in Teaching.

**“The Best Things in Life Include This Oral Pathology Course”**  
**Friday: 8:00 AM - 12:00 PM**

In a lively presentation appropriate for the entire staff, pathologic mysteries will come to life. You will learn key points to help make your life easier and practical information that can be immediately applied. A myriad of topics and cutting edge information will be discussed, and include: what is the thing and how do I treat it? what caused this and how do I prevent it? and, if it hurts, what will make it feel better? Cases, stories and anecdotes will keep you amused. And what course would be complete without a bit of forensic odontology--you don’t want to miss this!

The learner will be able to:

- Successfully diagnose oral conditions
- Apply an appropriate treatment strategy to autoimmune, infectious and inflammatory diseases
- Accurately assess whether a lesion is pre-cancerous or cancerous
- Identify human remains by dental records

Dr. Ken Tilashalski (“Dr. T”) is quite unique in that he has earned specialty certificates in both oral and maxillofacial pathology and endodontics. After receiving his D.M.D. from Southern Illinois University School of Dental Medicine, Dr. Tilashalski completed both of his residencies along with an American Cancer Society fellowship at the University of Alabama. He is the Associate Dean of Academic Affairs at the University of Alabama at Birmingham School of Dentistry, and also holds an appointment at the School of Medicine. Dr. T maintains an active practice, treating both endodontic and oral pathology patients, and he is an avid researcher.

Dr. T lectures extensively nationally and internationally in the areas of oral pathology, oral medicine, and endodontics. Through his command of the material, he has gained a reputation as a superb speaker as he is able to weave humor through a common sense approach to education. He has been honored as a recipient of UAB President’s Award for Excellence in Teaching.

---

**“Don’t Get Hit by the Infection Bug!”**  
**Friday: 1:00 PM - 5:00 PM**

Looking for a way to add a little “giddy-up” to your continuing education? Then this is the course for you! Dr. T. Will guide you through a rich variety of intriguing (and sometimes amusing) infection control. You will learn the latest on Ebola and other emerging diseases. The big picture of disease prevention will be highlighted including ways to protect ourselves and our patients. You will learn common sense ways to stay healthy and minimize infections while you comply with federal statutes.

The learner will be able to:

- Have a personal game plan on how to stay safe in a world full of infectious agents
- Apply common sense ways to protect our patients, our family, and ourselves
- Understand when news agencies are selling us on hype or whether we really do need to be worried
- Utilize principles of asepsis and other CDC and OSHA standards
Dr. Robert A. Lowe received his DDS degree, magna cum laude, from Loyola University in 1982, has maintained full time practice for 30 years, and is a world recognized teacher and clinician. He taught for 10 years at Loyola University School of Dentistry and has received Fellowships in the AGD, ICD, ADI, and ACD. In 2004, Dr. Lowe received the Gordon Christensen Outstanding Lecturer Award and in 2005 received Diplomate status on the American Board of Aesthetic Dentistry. Dr. Lowe has authored numerous scientific articles and has contributed to dental texts. He is a consultant for a number of dental manufacturers and a member and clinical evaluator for Catapult Elite, the dental industry’s premier speakers bureau. Dentistry Today consistently names Dr. Lowe to the “Top 100 Clinicians in Dentistry”.

“World Class Crown and Bridge--Proven Techniques to Create Restorative Excellence”
Saturday: 8:00 AM - 12:00 PM

Course Objectives:
- To discuss and differentiate all ceramic restorative options for different clinical situations
- To review preparation requirements for all ceramic systems
- To learn the importance of biologic provisionalization in over case management
- To learn a proven reliable technique for “flawless” master impression making
- To learn a cementation protocol for reliable placement and occlusal adjustment during delivery of definitive restoration
- To learn some ‘creative’ ways to plan and treat complex aesthetic and functional problems

“Clinical Treatment Planning and Problem Solving--When It Doesn't Go By the Book”
Saturday: 1:00 PM - 5:00 PM

Course Objectives:
- Which dental material for which clinical situation? How does margin position influence or dictate material selection?
- Treatment options for complex restorative and aesthetic cases. Do you have a Plan B? Can you think “outside the box” as to a possible solution, or are you only a “textbook” treatment planner?
- Laboratory Communication: Are you giving the lab what they need to do their best work? Digital Impressions: Are they any better than conventional materials?
- Creative clinical solutions for restorative problems that save you chair time, the patient money, and achieve an excellent postoperative result
- No Prep Veneers: Manufacturer “hype” or realistic clinical option? How new dental material can make this a more realistic approach.
- Instant Orthodontics: Viable treatment option of “quick fix cop out’ revisited-- prosthetic tooth repositioning for aesthetics and function limitations and long-term results
- Perio-by-the Numbers: Laser assisted gingival and bony procedures that can correct gingival aesthetic levels and biologic width problems

In the last 27 years, John Cotton has founded six companies serving multiple industries in 44 states, including Dental Team Performance. Clients’ revenues have increased by $442,000,000.

As Business Strategists, John and his team are dedicated to helping dentists find their Key Production Drivers that grow production, the easiest and the fastest.

Dental Team Performance is honored to be endorsed by the Alabama Dental Association, UAB Alumni Association and Charles Blair and Associates.

John’s book, “How to Grow your Dental Practice in the New Economy” was published in May of 2014 and is available in all major bookstores.
In 1989, Dr. Richard Madow and Dr. David Madow founded The Madow Brothers with the goal of helping their fellow dentists achieve success and happiness in their practices. Their e-letters, Audio Series, “New Patient Mail” marketing program and “Dental Powerhouse” group are well known throughout the profession.

However, they are best known for their live presentations, including “How to Love Dentistry, Have Fun and Prosper,” “The Ultimate Dental Boot Camp,” and especially “TBSE” -- a unique two-day annual event which thousands of dental professionals from around the globe have dubbed “The Best Seminar Ever.”

“The Ultimate Dental Boot Camp: Reduce No-Shows and Cancellations, See More New Patients, and Perform More Treatment”
Saturday: 8:00 AM - 12:00 PM
(continued): 1:00 PM - 5:00 PM

This is not just a seminar; it’s a full day of “basic training” from Dr. Richard Madow and Dr. David Madow to free your practice from some of the biggest distractions of all: “no-shows” and cancellations! Plus, every attendee will learn how to increase their new patient numbers like crazy, schedule more treatment than ever before, supercharge the practice, earn more income, and have fun while doing it. Imagine finally having a practice where YOU are in charge, the patients respect your schedule, production is higher than ever, and dentistry is fun once again!

CPR Class--Scott Herndon
Participation Fee $45.00
Friday, 8:00 AM - 12:00 PM
4 CE Hours, AGD 142
Emergency Training/CPR
Saturday, 8:00 AM - 12:00 PM
4 CE Hours, AGD 142
Emergency Training/CPR
Participation Qualifies for Alabama BDE Credit

Mr. Ed Parks has served the dental community for more than 38 years. He is founder and owner of Practice Management Associates, PMA Realty, and Space City Dental Laboratory in Huntsville, Alabama.

Under Ed’s leadership, his businesses have provided quality and caring dental services to hundreds of clients in Alabama, Tennessee, Georgia, and Mississippi.

Ed is a certified dental laboratory technician, with the National Board for Certification in Dental Laboratory Technology. He has served as advisor to the board of directors, president, and member, of the Dental Laboratory Association of Alabama.

Ed’s combined history with dental labs, dental practices, and real estate opened the doors for him to form Practice Management Associates, a firm that advises, appraises, and brokers dental practices.

Ed is often requested for meetings, conferences, and dental study groups. He is also a veteran guest lecturer at the University of Alabama School of Dentistry on options for dental practices and business operations.

He is a native of Grant, Alabama, where he lives with his wife, Mary Ann, on the farm where he grew up.

“Practice Evaluation and Transition”
Saturday: 9:00 AM - 11:00 AM

The email read, “Do you appraise dental practices and have you worked with a large practice?” I responded with “Yes, I appraise dental practices and have worked with large practices--are you a dentist?” She responded with, “My husband was. Three weeks ago he pulled into his parking place at the office and had a massive heart attack and died—he never got out of his car.” It was a beautiful morning; the staff was at work and the patients were already arriving.

The phone call went like this, “Ed, Laray and a friend had just finished their bike ride around 6:30 this morning and were standing on the side of the road talking when an SUV rounded the curve and came across the road and hit Laray—killing him instantly. This is his 53rd birthday.” Would you know what to do in the event you found yourself in the shoes of either of these spouses? Are you prepared to deal with this type of situation? If not, you might want to be a part of Ed Parks’ presentation Saturday morning August 8th. You will be given valuable information and have the opportunity to ask questions and be involved in an informative discussion on this very important topic.

Ed will talk more about these cases, and several others he has worked with, when the dentist has passed away while still practicing.
**Registration Form**

**Fees:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AGD Member</th>
<th>Non Member</th>
<th>Retired Dentist</th>
<th>Dental Student</th>
<th>1st Year Practice</th>
<th>Staff</th>
<th>Spouse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$350.00*</td>
<td>$485.00*</td>
<td>$85.00</td>
<td>$30.00</td>
<td>$30.00</td>
<td>$95.00</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$475.00</td>
<td>$610.00</td>
<td>$85.00</td>
<td>$30.00</td>
<td>$30.00</td>
<td>$95.00</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$550.00</td>
<td>$685.00</td>
<td>$85.00</td>
<td>$50.00</td>
<td>$50.00</td>
<td>$95.00</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$580.00</td>
<td>$725.00</td>
<td>$85.00</td>
<td>$70.00</td>
<td>$70.00</td>
<td>$95.00</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The May 15 Deadline Rates for Dentists are Non-Refundable*

**Alabama Academy of General Dentistry's Refund Policy**

A full refund (except for the May 15, 2015 deadline date) will be given if the cancellation request is received by e-mail or postmarked by 30 days prior to the beginning of the meeting. An administrative fee of $50.00 will be charged if the cancellation request is received by e-mail or postmarked between 29 to 8 days, inclusive, prior to the meeting. Pre-registration is considered closed 7 days prior to the meeting and refund requests will not be made after this time.

Any registrant denied a refund that has extenuating circumstances is eligible to appeal in writing to the Board of Directors for special consideration. The written request must include details and any documentation of the extenuating circumstance and must be received within 30 days of the close of the meeting.

I have read and understand the refund policy of the Alabama Academy of General Dentistry.

Doctor’s Signature

Please mail your payment and registration to:
ALAGD, 2723 Elberta Street, Northport, AL 35475
or email to angie4alagd@bellsouth.net

Please include your email address for confirmation of your registration. 888.AGD.BAMA

The ALAGD accepts Checks/Visa/Mastercard/AX

Credit card number ________________________ Expiration Date ________________________

Signature __________________________

**Participation Fee Registration**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Fee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Direct Composite Resin Dentistry</td>
<td>$75.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality Digital Dentures</td>
<td>$75.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDI Implants</td>
<td>$125.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friday AM CPR</td>
<td>$45.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday AM CPR</td>
<td>$45.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TOTAL $ ____________________________**
HOUSING REQUEST FORM

Book online:  http://www.Sandestin.com/23478P.aspx
Sandestin® Group Reservations
Call 800.320.8115 or Fax: 850.267.8221

42ND ANNUAL REVIEW OF DENTISTRY
Wednesday, August 5 - Sunday, August 9, 2015 GROUP CODE: 23478P

Name _______________________________________ Number in Party: Adults ____ Children _____________
Company Name _______________________________ Business Phone _______________________________
Address ______________________________________________  E-Mail_______________________________
City  ________________________________________ State  ____________________  Zip _______________
Sharing With  ______________________________________________________________________________
Arrival Day/Date  ______________________________ Departure Day/Date____________________________
Please select method of payment:
Credit Card #____________________ Exp. Date  _________ Signature _____________________________
Authorization # __________________    (located on the reverse side of card)                     Check # ___________

Your cut-off date for reservations is **July 6, 2015**, after which rooms will be sold on a space-available basis.

ACCOMMODATIONS AND RATES
A deposit of one night’s room rate is required to secure rooms.
All room rates quoted **DO NOT** include 12% fees and 11.5% taxes.
Please circle your preferred accommodations. All requests are subject to availability at time booking request is received.
Any other type of accommodation besides what is in your block will vary in cost depending on location.

Please Note:
The Grand Complex is the only accommodation within walking distance to the conference.
Beachside and Luau Accommodations have easy beach access.

The Grand Complex consists of accommodations in the Grand Sandestin®, Lasata, Bahia, and Elation

**IF ONE OF THE ABOVE ROOM TYPES ARE UNAVAILABLE ON-LINE, PLEASE CALL OUR RESERVATIONS DEPARTMENT AT 800-320-8115 TO CHECK FOR AVAILABILITY.**

Deposit is refundable in the event of individual room cancellation, provided notice is received by Sandestin® seven days prior to scheduled arrival date.

BOOK ONLINE AT **www.Sandestin.com** and enter group code 23478P
2014 Corporate Sponsors

Silver Sponsors:
- Dental Team Performance
- Pro Assurance Indemnity
- GC America
- Shofu

Gold Sponsors:
- Burdette Dental
- Patterson Dental
- Oral Arts

Bronze Sponsor:
- Bubba’s Dental Supply

Thank you for making the 42nd Annual Review of Dentistry presented by the Alabama Academy of General Dentistry and the Mississippi Academy of General Dentistry such a success!